Prediction of Geospace Radiation Environment and Solar Wind Parameters
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Energetic electrons within the inner magnetosphere can cause both deep and surface charging of spacecraft operating at GEO and MEO orbits. Reliable forecast of the fluences of these electrons can assist in the mitigation of undesirable effects on spacecraft. Previous forecasts of these fluences exploited either system science or first principles based methodologies. The first, system science approach provides accurate forecasts of electron fluxes but is limited to regions in which continuous data are available, i.e. GEO. The second, based on physical principles, provides good coverage throughout the whole inner magnetosphere but with significantly lower accuracy. The combination of both approaches, as used in the SNB3GEO electron flux model (which combines the data driven NARMAX and physical VERB models), can overcome many of the short comings of the two individual models, generating improved short term forecasts for the whose RB region. Long term RB forecasts require the estimation of solar wind parameters at L1 based on remote solar observations.

PROGRESS, a new Horizon 2020 funded project, aims to address these issues. This talk will provide a review of PROGRESS achievements, current status and aims for future development.